[Le livre des illusions] Bruno Mantovani

Language: No linguistic content; Not applicable
Category of work: Musical work
Date: 2009
History of the work: Commande de l'Orchestre de Paris et de l'Ircam
Work content nature: Hommage à Ferran Adrià
Grouping notice: No

Editions of [Le livre des illusions] (1 resources in data.bnf.fr)

Scores (1)


Persons and organizations related to [Le livre des illusions] (1 resources in data.bnf.fr)

Composer (1)

Bruno Mantovani
### See also (3 resources in data.bnf.fr)

#### In BnF (1)

| Equivalent record in Catalogue général |

#### On the Web (2)

| Equivalent record in FEVIS | Equivalent record in VIAF |